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At GNAX we know that the success of your company depends, at least in part, on the reliability of
your technology. Without reliable managed cloud hosting, an easy-to-access virtual private cloud,
and a data center that you can trust, you cannot give your clients the assurance in your products or
services that you know they deserve.

No matter your organization or industry, GNAX's colocation services can provide you with the
confidence to offer your clients assurance, as you build your company on the backbone of our state-
of-the-art technology. Our colocation services allow you access to our secure virtual private cloud
that is completely managed and maintained by our trained staff. We offer secure private cloud
solutions so that your employees can streamline processes and your customers can access your
virtual presence anywhere. A premium network for employee innovation and unprecedented
customer satisfaction comes with our colocation services.

At GNAX, we are more than data center providers; our elite services offer an all-in-one approach to
data management. We operate two data centers that feature top-of-the-line technology, 24-hour
support staff, high-level security, and an advanced cooling mechanism. Our entire business is built
on making sure you have a secure, accessible, and reliable network. Instead, of choosing different
service providers for each of your technology needs, GNAX colocation data center offers all of your
services in one place. We have what you need -- space, power and cooling, security, connectivity,
technical support, and two great locations.

As a business owner, you need reliable technology. You should not have to worry about whether
your technology will fail. Instead, you should be able to concentrate on running your business. At
GNAX, our colocation services make data management easy, because we coordinate everything.
Learn more about us by visiting http://www.gnax.net.
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John W. White - About Author:
About GNAX
With over 10 years as an industry leader in the southeast, Global Net Access (GNAX) operates two
world-class data centers, AtlantaNAP and DallasNAP, offering mission-critical data center
colocation and cloud services. GNAX provides superior technology solutions to a variety of
organizations and industries worldwide.
Privately held with headquarters in Atlanta, GA, GNAX was founded in 1999 and has retained net
income profitability since 2003. We are diligent in our financial management to ensure optimal
operational support and disciplined growth.
Our plan is to grow continuously by providing industry-leading colocation, cloud services and
applications with superior technical support and customer service in a secure, highly available,
mission-critical data center environment.
100% customer satisfaction is our goal, which we achieve by providing 100% focus on the customer
and providing customized solutions that will meet immediate, as well as future needs.
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